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(54) GATE DEVICE WITH PRESSURE DIFFERENCE MITIGATING MECHANISM

(57) A door is formed into a folding door by dividing
the door into two parts to left and right, that is, a hanging
door and a door-end door pivotally supported by the
hanging door, and the door-end door is used as the pres-
sure difference mitigating mechanism, and the two doors
are integrally operated in a normal time, while if a pres-
sure difference is generated, the door-end door can be
first opened in order to reduce an opening force, and the
door device with a pressure difference mitigating mech-
anism with excellent operability is provided. A handle po-
sition, a latch position, and a torque are adjusted for a
handle for door opening/closing, a door closer, a hinge
closer for rotating the door-end door with respect to the
hanging door, a latch A of the door-end door to a door
frame, and a latch B of the door-end door to the hanging
door.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a gate device
with a pressure difference mitigating mechanism such
as a fire door installed in a passage in a fire control area
and/or a door which might be applied with a wind pressure
and/or a water pressure or the like.

[Background Art]

[0002] Taking up a fire door as an example, an inside
of a structure such as a building is divided into fire control
areas, and in order to prevent fire from spreading
throughout the structure by these fire control areas, a fire
door, a fire shutter or the like is provided capable of being
opened/closed in the passage or the like so as to be
urged to be closed all the time in a case of fire.
[0003] Such fire doors used to be called "Type-A fire
door" and "Type-B fire door", and designated fire preven-
tive equipment/fire preventive equipment is specified to
have a structure through which fire does not penetrate
for 1 hour or more or 20 minutes or more in the case of
usual fire. In addition, in order to be reliably closed in
case of fire, only two types of structures, that is, an all-
time closed type fire door which is open only when it is
opened by a particular intension of a person by a door
closer or the like and is closed all the time other than that
and an anytime closed type fire door which is closed when
fire is detected are allowed. The all-time closed type fire
door is not locked even if it is opened largely unlike a
general door closer but is closed without fail if the person
releases the hand. It is also called "all-time closed" as
abbreviation.
[0004] As described above, whether it is the all-time
closed fire door or the anytime closed fire door, the fire
door is closed by an urging force of urging means for
preventing spread in case of fire, the door is required to
be easily opened manually in order to ensure evacuation
at fire and to allow firefighting activities.
[0005] On the other hand, evacuation activities are as-
sisted safely and reliably by providing a natural smoke
exhaustion facility or a mechanical forced smoke exhaus-
tion facility and by discharging smoke filled in a room or
passage at fire by the smoke exhaustion facilities. But if
the mechanical smoke exhaustion facility is operated, a
pressure inside the room becomes negative, and open-
ing of the fire door needs a considerable force. Such sit-
uation hinders evacuation activities of powerless people
such as elderly people, children and the like, whereby
human lives are put at risk and moreover, rescue activ-
ities are interfered. Similar cases are caused by an op-
eration of an exhaustion fan of a housing unit with high
sealing degree.
[0006] In order to prevent such harmful effects, the fol-
lowing Patent Literature has an object to provide a fire
door device which eliminates a pressure difference so

as to facilitate evacuation only by an opening operation
using a door knob and reliably plays a role as a fire door.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0007] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Laid-
Open No. 7-259407
[0008] In this Patent Literature 1, as illustrated in Fig.
5, a fire door device 1 is provided with a pressure differ-
ence mitigating mechanism 7 at an opening portion 6
provided at a fire door 5. The opening portion 6 is opened
by including one side surface of the fire door 5. The pres-
sure difference mitigating mechanism 7 is provided with
a movable body 10 having a size that can be fitted in/re-
moved from the opening portion 6, and one side surface
of the movable body 10 is constituted on the same sur-
face as the one side surface of the fire door 5.
[0009] The movable body 10 is fixed to the fire door 5
rotatably by a rotating shaft 11 installed at a position bi-
ased to the one side surface side of the fire door 5. In
the movable body 10, a latch 12 for fixing the fire door 5
to a fire control area 2 and a latch 13 for fixing the movable
body 10 to the fire door 5 are provided. The latches 12
and 13 are coupled with a doorknob 8 through a trans-
mission driving mechanism and are released by a door
opening operation of the door knob 8. The rotating shaft
11 is urged in a direction to close the movable body 10
all the time by an urging device 14. Reference numeral
9 in the figure is an automatic closing device.
[0010] According to the fire door device of this Patent
Literature 1, the pressure difference mitigating mecha-
nism provided at the opening portion of the door is
opened by the opening operation of the door knob, and
by pressing the door when the pressure difference is
solved, evacuation is made possible.
[0011] Moreover, according to the pressure difference
mitigating mechanism, since the movable body is rotat-
ably fixed by the rotating shaft installed at a biased po-
sition, if the latch locking the movable body is released
by the opening operation of the door knob, the movable
body is opened by the pressure difference, and the pres-
sure difference is eliminated, whereby the door can be
easily opened, and evacuation can be made.
[0012] Moreover, after completion of the evacuation,
the movable door returns to an original position by the
urging force of the urging means and is locked by the
latch.

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0013] In the above described Patent Literature 1, the
pressure difference mitigating mechanism is attached to
the opening portion 6 provided on the fire door 5 and is
a side-door type small door as compared with the fire
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door 5. When a door-knob operation is performed under
a pressure difference, the latch is released, the small
door is automatically opened, and the pressure differ-
ence is eliminated, but the door needs to be pushed open
by a knob operation or the like again after that. This op-
eration is an operation different from usual passage, and
operability is poor. Moreover, even if the small door is
left open, a situation on the other side cannot be easily
checked (particularly in a vertical direction).
[0014] Moreover, in the above described Patent Liter-
ature 1, the pressure difference mitigating mechanism
starts movability by rotating the door knob, and the mech-
anism is closed upon the end of the operation of the door
knob. As a result, the movable body 10 needs to be closed
when the fire door 5 is released. That is because, if the
movable door 10 is to be closed after the fire door 5 which
is a fire door of a main door, a difference in pressure
between inside and outside acts on the movable body
10, which causes a reverse closing force by an eccentric
shaft, and closing becomes difficult.
[0015] Alternatively, if the force of the urging device 14
is made strong such that the movable body 10 cannot be
closed, a huge pressure is required to open the door, and
difficulty of release under a pressure difference environ-
ment which is intended to be eliminated cannot be solved.
[0016] An object of the present invention is to solve
nonconformity of the prior-art examples and to constitute
a folding door by dividing a door into two parts to left and
right, that is, a hanging door and a door-end door pivotally
supported by the hanging door, and the door-end door
is used as the pressure difference mitigating mechanism,
in which the two doors are integrally operated in a normal
time, and if a pressure difference is generated, the door-
end door can be first opened in order to reduce an open-
ing force, and a door device with a pressure difference
mitigating mechanism with excellent operability is pro-
vided.
[0017] Moreover, another object of the present inven-
tion is to provide a door device with a pressure difference
mechanism which can automatically close the door-end
door both in the normal time and when a pressure differ-
ence is generated.

[Solution to Problem]

[0018] In order to achieve the above described object,
an invention described in claim 1 is characterized in that
a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that is, a
hanging door and a door-end door pivotally supported
by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a door closer, a
hinge closer supporting/rotating the door-end door with
respect to the hanging door and having a pressure in a
closing direction, a latch A of the door-end door to a door
frame, and a latch B of the door-end door to the hanging
door are provided; and
assuming that:

a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the door closer (handle position): DH
a door closing force required against a door opening
force of the door closer (handle position): DHC
a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the hinge closer (handle position): AH
a force required against a releasing force of the latch
B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (acting in a closing direction) (handle po-
sition): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position) : PBH,
the relationship is formed as follows:

DH < AH + LBH (the door-end door is not rotated,
and the coupled door is opened)
PAH + DHC > PBH + AH + LBH (door-end door is
opened at pressure difference).

[0019] According to the invention described in claim 1,
since the door opening force required against a door clos-
ing force of the door closer (handle position) : DH is small-
er than a sum of the door opening force required against
a door closing force of the hinge closer (handle position) :
AH and the force required against a releasing force of the
latch B (handle position) : LBH, by applying the door
opening force required against the door closing force of
the hinge closer in the normal time, the hanging door and
the door-end door can be integrally opened.
[0020] Moreover, since a sum of the load acting on the
entire door by an air pressure difference (assumed to act
in a closing direction) (handle position): PAH and the door
opening force required against a door closing force of
the door closer (handle position): DH is larger than a sum
of the load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle posi-
tion): PBH, the door opening force required against a re-
leasing force of the latch B (handle position) : LBH, and
the door opening force required against the door closing
force of the hinge closer (handle position) : AH, only the
door-end door can be opened first when the pressure
difference is generated.
[0021] The present invention described in claim 2 is
characterized in that
assuming that:

a door closing force of the door closer (latch A posi-
tion): DS
an input load of the latch A: LAS
a door closing force(torque) of the hinge closer: AST
a rotating force (torque) acting on the door-end door
by an air pressure difference: PBST
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door by
an input load of the latch A: LAST, and
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door by
an input load of the latch B: LBST,
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the relationship is formed as follows: 

[0022] According to the present invention described in
claim 2, since the door closing force of the door closer
(latch A position): DS is larger than the input load LAS of
the latch A, the door can be self-closed in the normal time.
[0023] When the pressure difference is generated,
since a sum of the door closing force (torque) of the hinge
closer: AST and the rotation force (torque) acting on the
door-end door by the air pressure difference (assumed
to act in the closing direction) : PBST is larger than the
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door by an
input load of the latch A: LAST and also larger than the
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door by an
input load of the latch B: LBST, if activations of the latch
A and the latch B do not occur simultaneously, the door-
end door can be self-closed.
[0024] The present invention described in claim 3 is
characterized in that
a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that is, a
hanging door and a door-end door pivotally supported
by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a door closer, a
latch A of the door-end door to the door frame, and a
latch B of the door-end door to the hanging door are pro-
vided; and
assuming that:

a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the door closer (handle position): DH
a door closing force required against a door opening
force of the door closer (handle position): DHC
a force required against a releasing force of the latch
B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (acting in a closing direction) (handle po-
sition): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position): PBH,
the relationship is formed as follows:

DH < LBH (the door-end door is not rotated, and
the coupled door is opened in the normal time)
DS > LAS (the latch A is pushed in by the closing
force of the door closer)
PAH + DHC > PBH + LBH (door-end door is
opened at pressure difference).

[0025] According to the present invention described in
claim 3, the handle for opening/closing the door, the door
closer, the latch A of the door-end door to the door frame,
and the latch B of the door-end door to the hanging door
are provided but the hinge closer is not provided, and
since the door opening force required against a door clos-
ing force of the door closer (handle position): DH is small-
er than the force required against a releasing force of the
latch B (handle position): LBH, the hanging door and the
door-end door can be integrally opened by applying the
required door opening force against the door closing
force of the hinge closer in the normal time.
[0026] Moreover, since the door closing force of the
door closer (latch A position) : DS is larger than the input
load LAS of the latch A, the door can be self-closed in
the normal time.
[0027] Moreover, since a sum of the load acting on the
entire door by an air pressure difference (assumed to act
in a closing direction) (handle position): PAH and the door
opening force required against a door closing force of
the door closer (handle position): DH is larger than a sum
of the load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position) : PBH, and the door opening force required
against a releasing force of the latch B (handle position) :
LBH, only the door-end door can be opened first when
the pressure difference is generated.
[0028] The present invention described in claim 4 is
characterized in that
a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that is, a
hanging door and a door-end door pivotally supported
by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a hinge closer sup-
porting/rotating the door-end door with respect to the
hanging door and having a pressure in a closing direction,
a latch A of the door-end door to the door frame, and a
latch B of the door-end door to the hanging door are pro-
vided; and

assuming that:
a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the hinge closer (handle position): AH
a force required against a releasing force of the latch
B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (acting in a closing direction) (handle po-
sition): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position): PBH,
the relationship is formed as follows:
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PAH + DHC > PBH + LBH + AH (door-end door is
opened at pressure difference)
AST > LBST (so that the door-end door returns
to an integral opening/closing state with the
hanging door).

[0029] According to the present invention described in
claim 4, the handle for opening/closing the door, the hinge
closer supporting/rotating the door-end door with respect
to the hanging door and having a pressure in a closing
direction, the latch A of the door-end door to the door
frame, and the latch B of the door-end door to the hanging
door are provided but the door closer is not provided, and
since the load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (assumed to act in a closing direction) (handle
position): PAH is larger than a sum of the load acting on
the door-end door by the air pressure difference (acting
in the closing direction) (handle position) : PBH, the door
opening force required against a releasing force of the
latch B (handle position): AH, and door opening force
required against the door closing force of the hinge closer
(handle position) : AH, only the door-end door can be
opened first when the pressure difference is generated.
[0030] Moreover, since the door closing force (torque)
AST of the hinge closer is larger than the rotation resist-
ance (torque) of the door-end door by an input load of
the latch B: LBST, the door-end door can return to the
integral opening/closing state with the hanging door.
[0031] The present invention described in claim 5 is
characterized in that
a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that is, a
hanging door and a door-end door pivotally supported
by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a latch A of the
door-end door to the door frame, and a latch B of the
door-end door to the hanging door are provided; and
assuming that:

a force required against a releasing force of the latch
B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (acting in a closing direction) (handle po-
sition): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position): PBH,
the relationship is formed as follows:

PAH > PBH + LBH (the door-end door is opened
at pressure difference).

[0032] According to the present invention described in
claim 5, the door is divided into two parts to left and right,
that is, the hanging door and the door-end door pivotally
supported by the hanging door, and the handle for open-
ing/closing the door, the latch A of the door-end door to
the door frame, and the latch B of the door-end door to
the hanging door are provided but the door closer and

the hinge closer for rotating the door-end door with re-
spect to the hanging door are not provided, and since
the load acting on the entire door by an air pressure dif-
ference (assumed to act in a closing direction) (handle
position) : PAH is larger than a sum of the load acting on
the door-end door by the air pressure difference (acting
in the closing direction) (handle position): PBH, and the
door opening force required against a releasing force of
the latch B (handle position) : LBH, only the door-end
door can be opened first when the pressure difference
is generated.
[0033] The present invention described in claim 6 is
characterized in that
a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that is, a
hanging door and a door-end door pivotally supported
by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a door closer, a
hinge closer for rotating the door-end door with respect
to the hanging door, a latch A of the door-end door to the
door frame, and a latch B of the door-end door to the
hanging door are provided; and
assuming that:

a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the door closer (handle position): DH
a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the hinge closer (handle position): AH
a force required against a releasing force of the latch
B (handle position): LBH
a door closing force of the door closer (latch A posi-
tion): DS
an input load of the latch A: LAS
a load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (acting in a closing direction) (handle po-
sition): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position): PBH
a door closing force(torque) of the hinge closer: AST
a rotating force (torque) acting on the door-end door
by an air pressure difference(assumed to act in the
closing direction) : PBST
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door by
an input load of the latch A: LAST, and
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door by
an input load of the latch B: LBST,
the relationship is formed as follows:

DH < AH + LBH (the door-end door is not rotated,
and the coupled door is opened)
DS > LAS (the latch A is pushed in by the closing
force of the door closer)
PAH + DHC > PBH + AH + LBH (door-end door is
opened at pressure difference)
AST + PBST > LAST + LBST (door-end door is
closed with the entire door at pressure differ-
ence)
AST + PBST > LAST (door-end door is closed with
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the entire door at pressure difference)
AST + PBST > LBST (door-end door itself is
closed).

[0034] According to the present invention described in
claim 6, since the door opening force required against a
door closing force of the door closer (handle position) :
DH is smaller than a sum of the door opening force re-
quired against a door closing force of the hinge closer
(handle position) : AH and the force required against a
releasing force of the latch B (handle position) : LBH, the
hanging door and the door-end door can be integrally
opened by applying the required door opening force
against the door closing force of the hinge closer in the
normal time.
[0035] Moreover, since the door closing force of the
door closer (latch A position) : DS is larger than the input
load of the latch A: LAS, the door can be self-closed in
the normal time.
[0036] Since a sum of the load acting on the entire door
by an air pressure difference (assumed to act in a closing
direction) (handle position): PAH and the door opening
force required against a door closing force of the door
closer (handle position): DH is larger than a sum of the
load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure dif-
ference (acting in the closing direction) (handle position):
PBH, the door opening force required against a releasing
force of the latch B (handle position): LBH, and the door
opening force required against a door closing force of
the hinge closer (handle position): AH, only the door-end
door can be opened first when the pressure difference
is generated.
[0037] Since a sum of the door closing force (torque)
of the hinge closer: AST and the rotating force (torque)
acting on the door-end door by an air pressure difference
(assumed to act in the closing direction) : PBST is larger
than a sum of the rotation resistance (torque) of the door-
end door by an input load of the latch A: LAST, and the
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door by an
input load of the latch B: LBST, when the latch A and the
latch B are operated simultaneously, the door-end door
can be self-closed.
[0038] Moreover, since a sum of the door closing force
(torque) of the hinge closer: AST and the rotating force
(torque) acting on the door-end door by an air pressure
difference (assumed to act in the closing direction) : PBST
is larger than the rotation resistance (torque) of the door-
end door by an input load of the latch A: LAST and also
larger than the rotation resistance (torque) of the door-
end door by an input load of the latch B: LBST, when the
latch A and the latch B are not operated simultaneously,
the door-end door can be self-closed.
[0039] The present invention described in claim 7 is
characterized in that one side of the hanging door is made
a notched opening while portions constituting upper and
lower bearing portions are left, a stepped contracted por-
tion of the door-end door is fitted in this notched opening,
and this door-end door is pivotally supported by the hinge

closer. Moreover, when the door is opened, a field of view
is opened on the whole in a vertical direction, and safety
can be checked similarly to a normal door.
[0040] According to the present invention described in
claim 7, a rational configuration in which the door-end
door is combined with the hanging door so as to constitute
a folding door is provided, and a width of the door-end
door can be freely set.
[0041] The present invention described in claim 8 is
characterized in that an outer side of about a half of the
door-end door is surrounded by the door frame.
[0042] According to the present invention described in
claim 8, the door-end door has a size in contact with the
door frame, and when the door-end door is to be opened,
it can be opened with a small force by largely stepping
in with a foot. Moreover, only the door-end door is to be
opened in emergency, a field of view similar to that of a
normal door can be obtained. Furthermore, by making
the height of the door-end door equal to that of the hang-
ing door, opening of this so as to solve the pressure dif-
ference is integrated with keeping the door open by a
knob operation or the like (under the pressure difference),
whereby a large opening can be ensured, and passage
is made smooth. When the door is opened, the field of
view is opened on the whole in the vertical direction, and
safety can be checked similarly to a normal door.
[0043] The present invention described in claim 9 is
characterized in that the rotating shaft of the door-end
door pivotally supported by the hanging door is not made
eccentric but set at a substantially center position.
[0044] According to the present invention described in
claim 9, a force acting on the door-end door by the air
pressure difference becomes equal in right and left with
respect to the rotating shaft, and there is no concern that
the magnitude of the force is different between right and
left and the force acts in a disadvantageous direction as
in the case of an eccentric shaft, and the door can be
smoothly self-closed.
[0045] The present invention described in claim 10 is
characterized in that a door stop piece is extended so as
to cover a gap between the hanging door and the door-
end door from the hanging door and/or the door-end door.
[0046] According to the present invention described in
claim 10, by extending the door stop piece, reverse ro-
tation of the door-end door can be prevented. Moreover,
by covering the gap, looking through the gap is made
difficult.
[0047] The present invention described in claim 11 is
characterized in that an airtight rubber is attached to the
door stop piece.
[0048] According to the present invention described in
claim 11, drop of airtightness caused by a split constitu-
tion of the door can be suppressed.
[0049] The present invention described in claim 12 is
characterized in that a dent is provided on the door frame
side, and the airtight rubber is disposed therein so as to
form the door with a semi-airtight specification.
[0050] According to the present invention described in
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claim 12, air is prevented from going back and force by
the semi-airtight specification, whereby airtightness is
improved, and sound is made difficult to leak, or smoke
or the like can be prevented from moving back and forth.
This is suitable for a door faced with an entrance of an
office or an outside.
[0051] The present invention described in claim 13 is
characterized in that corners of upper and lower rotating
portions on the hanging door side is rounded, and the
door-end door side is recessed so as to provide a cov-
ering.
[0052] According to the present invention described in
claim 13, a linear penetration passage when the door is
fully closed can be eliminated while a clearance required
for a hinge structure is kept, and prevention of peeping
and conditions for preventing spread of fire for a door to
be approved as a fire door can be satisfied.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0053] As described above, in the door device with a
pressure difference mitigating mechanism of the present
invention, the door is divided into two parts to left and
right, that is, a hanging door and a door-end door pivotally
supported by the hanging door so as to have a folding-
door type door, and the door-end door is made a pressure
difference mitigating mechanism, the two doors can be
operated integrally in the normal time, while the door-end
door can be opened first in order to reduce an opening
force when a pressure difference is generated, and op-
erability thereof is excellent.
[0054] Moreover, the door-end door can be self-closed
both in the normal time and when a pressure difference
is generated.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0055]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a transverse plan view illustrating an
embodiment of a door device with a pressure differ-
ence mitigating mechanism of the present invention.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a front view illustrating the embodi-
ment of the door device with a pressure difference
mitigating mechanism of the present invention.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a plan view illustrating the embodi-
ment of the door device with a pressure difference
mitigating mechanism of the present invention.
[Fig. 4] Figs. 4 are explanatory views illustrating an
operation and an action of the door device with a
pressure difference mitigating mechanism of the
present invention.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a front view illustrating a second
embodiment of the door device with a pressure dif-
ference mitigating mechanism of the present inven-
tion.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a front view illustrating a third em-
bodiment of the door device with a pressure differ-

ence mitigating mechanism of the present invention.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a front view illustrating a fourth em-
bodiment of the door device with a pressure differ-
ence mitigating mechanism of the present invention.
[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a plan view illustrating the fourth
embodiment of the door device with a pressure dif-
ference mitigating mechanism of the present inven-
tion.
[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is a plan view illustrating a fifth embod-
iment of the door device with a pressure difference
mitigating mechanism of the present invention.
[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is a plan view of an essential part
illustrating the fifth embodiment of the door device
with a pressure difference mitigating mechanism of
the present invention.
[Fig. 11] Fig. 11 is a front view illustrating the fifth
embodiment of the door device with a pressure dif-
ference mitigating mechanism of the present inven-
tion.
[Fig. 12] Fig. 12 is an explanatory view illustrating an
operation of the door device with a pressure differ-
ence mitigating mechanism of the present invention.
[Fig. 13] Fig. 13 is a front view illustrating a prior-art
example.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0056] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described below in detail by referring to the attached
drawings. Fig. 1 is a transverse plan view illustrating an
embodiment of a door device with a pressure difference
mitigating mechanism of the present invention, and Fig.
2 is a front view of the same, in which a door 15 is a fire
door and is installed capable of being opened/closed on
a door frame 22. Reference numeral 23 in the figure is a
hinge.
[0057] The present invention is constituted as a fold-
ing-door type by dividing the door 15 into two parts to left
and right, that is, a hanging door 16 and a door-end door
17 pivotally supported by the hanging door 16.
[0058] In this embodiment, one side of the hanging
door 16 is made a notched opening while portions con-
stituting upper and lower bearing portions 24a and 24b
are left, a stepped contracted portion 17a of the door-
end door 17 is fitted in this notched opening, and this
door-end door 17 is pivotally supported by the hinge clos-
er 20. The door-end door 17 becomes a balance folding
door. In the one side of the hanging door 16, upper and
lower side portions constituting the upper and lower bear-
ing portions 24a and 24b are constituted as through
frames (frame).
[0059] The remaining approximately half 17b of the
door-end door 17 has the same upper and lower widths
as those of the hanging door 16, and this portion is sur-
rounded on an outer side by the door frame 22.
[0060] A door opening/closing handle 18 is provided
on the door-end door 17, and a door closer 19 is attached
to the hanging door 16 (see Fig. 3).
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[0061] Here, the door opening/closing handle 18 is a
collective name of an operation part for door open-
ing/closing such as a lever handle, a door knob, a grip
ball, a handle and the like and includes those not in a
form of a handle such as a pressing plate, for example.
[0062] On the door-end door 17, a latch A (21a) to the
door frame 22 and a latch B (21b) to the hanging door
16 are provided. For the latch A (21a), a normal latch
using a lock claw is suitable, and for the latch B (21b), a
roller catch (roller latch), a magnet catch type latches and
the like are suitable. If the latch B is a roller catch, a
balance folding door constituted by combining the door-
end door with the hanging door can be held during op-
eration, but some rattling occurs, while if the roller catch
is used, there is a concern that a holding force is not
sufficient. If the ball catch is used, it has a holding force
but there is a concern that the ball catch is easily re-
moved. By using the magnet catch type latches, those
nonconformities are solved, and a suitable latch can be
obtained.
[0063] An operation and an action of the door device
with a pressure difference mitigating mechanism of the
invention will be explained by referring to Figs. 4. Figs.
4(a) and 4(b) illustrate the normal time and Figs. 4(c) and
4(d) illustrate occurrence of a pressure difference. Fig.
4(a) illustrates a door during an opening operation, Fig.
4(c) illustrates the door during the opening operation, and
Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) illustrate a door-closed state.
[0064] In the normal time and in a door-open state,
assuming that:

a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the door closer (handle position): DH
a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the hinge closer (handle position): AH
a force required against a releasing force of the latch
B (handle position) : LBH, the following relationship
is formed so that the hanging door and the door-end
door are integrally opened/closed (Fig. 4(a)): 

[0065] In the normal time and in a door-closed state,
assuming that:

a door closing force of the door closer (latch A
position) : DS
an input load of the latch A: LAS, the following rela-
tionship is formed so that the door is self-closed (Fig.
4(b)): 

[0066] When a pressure difference is generated and

in the door-open state,
assuming that:

a load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (assumed to act in a closing direction)
(handle position): PAH
a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the door closer (handle position): DHC
a load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position): PBH,
a door opening force required against a releasing
force of the latch B (handle position): LBH
a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the hinge closer (handle position): AH, the
following relationship is formed so that only the door-
end door is opened first (Fig. 4(c)): 

[0067] When the pressure difference is generated, and
in the door-closed state,
assuming that:

a door closing force (torque) of the hinge closer: AST
a rotating force (torque) acting on the door-end door
by an air pressure difference (assumed to act in a
closing direction) : PBST
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door by
an input load of the latch A: LAST, and
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door by
an input load of the latch B: LBST, and if the latch A
and the latch B are operated simultaneously, the fol-
lowing relationship is formed so that only the door-
end door is self-closed: 

[0068] Similarly, if the latch A and the latch B are not
operated simultaneously, the following relationship is
formed so that the door-end door is self-closed: 

[0069] By setting as above, the hanging door and the
door-end door can be integrally opened/closed in the nor-
mal time, and the door can be self-closed by the door
closer. When the pressure difference is generated, an
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air pressure difference can be mitigated by opening only
the door-end door first, and the door-end door can be
reliably self-closed both when the latch A and the latch
B are operated simultaneously and when the latch A and
the latch B are not operated simultaneously.
[0070] Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 12, the door-end
door 17 pivotally supported by the hanging door 16 with
respect to the hanging door 16 is assumed to be closed
slowly after the hanging door 16 is closed. Normally, in
the case of a single door, assuming that it takes approx-
imately 40 seconds for the door to be closed from the
open state by 90 degrees, in the case of the present
invention, assuming that (A) illustrates a state of "0" start,
(B) illustrates a state after two seconds have elapsed,
(C) illustrates a state after four seconds have elapsed,
and the hanging door 16 is fully closed, while the door-
end door 17 which is a balance door is still open.
[0071] (D) illustrates a state after 10 seconds have
elapsed, the hanging door 16 has been closed, and the
door-end door 17 which is a balance door is slowly
closed. By configuring as above, slow closing of the door-
end door 17 can reduce a frame/door sandwiching pres-
sure, and risk of a finger-caught accident or the like can
be reduced to approximately 1/10, whereby safety is im-
proved.
[0072] Fig. 5 illustrates a second embodiment of the
present invention, in which one side of the hanging door
16 is made a notched opening 25 while portions consti-
tuting the upper and lower bearing portions 24a and 24b
are left, the stepped contracted portion 17a of the ap-
proximately half side of the door-end door 17 is fitted in
this notched opening 25, but with respect to a width of
the notched opening 25 made from the one side of the
hanging door 16 while the portions constituting the upper
and lower bearing portions 24a and 24b are left, a width
of a main body portion 16a of the hanging door 16 juxta-
posed with this opening 25 is made as small as possible.
[0073] By configuring as above, a width at the center
of the door-end door 17 with respect to the hanging door
16 can be made large. The width of the door-end door
17 which is a balance folding door becomes large, and
a rotation angle of the folding door can be set small.
[0074] Fig. 6 illustrates a third embodiment of the
present invention, and a door device with a pressure dif-
ference mitigating mechanism of the present invention
in which the door 15 is divided into two parts to left and
right, that is, the hanging door 16 and the door-end door
17 pivotally supported by the hanging door 16 is formed
as a side door to an all-time open fire door 26.
[0075] A spot is generated where opening/closing of
door is made difficult upon receipt of a pressure in a state
in which a smoke evacuator is operated even in the all-
time open fire door, but even in such a case, the difficulty
in opening/closing can be solved by applying the present
invention to the side door portion.
[0076] Moreover, as a fourth embodiment, corners of
ends 27 of the portions constituting the upper and lower
bearing portions 24a and 24b of the hanging door 16 in

upper and lower rotating portions of the door are rounded
to be chamfered as illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. In corre-
spondence with that, the door-end door 17 side is re-
cessed, and a covering 28 is provided.
[0077] By configuring as above, if ends of the portions
constituting the upper and lower bearing portions are per-
pendicular, the one side of the hanging door 16 can be
looked through in the upper and lower rotating portions
of the door-end door 17, but by rounding the corners on
the hanging door 16 side, by recessing the door-end door
17 side and by providing the covering 28, a state that the
other side cannot be looked through can be ensured, and
a condition to be approved as a fire door can be satisfied.
[0078] Furthermore, as a fifth embodiment, as illustrat-
ed in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, a dent 29 is provided on the
door frame 22 side, and an airtight rubber 30 which is a
rubber seal packing is disposed thereon so as to form
that with a semi-airtight specification and to prevent air
from going back and forth. An SAT rubber is used for the
airtight rubber 30. Since the airtight rubber 30 is soft and
easily collapsed by being pressed by an air pressure,
hard rubber (not shown) is attached on the door frame
22 side in order to keep the hanging door 16 and the
door-end door 17 straight even if they are pressed by the
air pressure and to obtain favorable tightness.
[0079] Moreover, a door stop piece 31 is extended so
as to cover a gap between the hanging door 16 and the
door-end door 17 from the hanging door 16 and/or the
door-end door 17.
[0080] By extending the door stop piece 31 as above,
reverse rotation of the door-end door 17 can be prevent-
ed. Moreover, by covering the gap, looking through the
gap from behind the door can be made difficult.
[0081] The dent 29 is provided also in the door stop
piece 31, and the airtight rubber 30 is disposed therein
so as to make also the relationship between the hanging
door 16 and the door-end door 17 the semi-airtight spec-
ification. As a result, drop of airtightness caused by the
split constitution of the door can be suppressed.
[0082] A portion in the door-end door 17 on the door
tail side from the hinge is not overlapped with the upper
and lower parts of the door frame 22 in a vertical direction
so that rotation of the door-end door 17 to a door opening
direction side with respect to the hanging door 16 is not
limited by the door frame 22. As a result, the door-end
door 17 can be opened first when the pressure difference
is generated.
[0083] Subsequently, an instance in which the handle
for opening/closing the door, the door closer, the latch A
of the door-end door to the door frame, and the latch B
of the door-end door to the hanging door are provided
but the hinge closer is not provided will be explained.
[0084] In this case,
the door is divided into two parts to left and right, that is,
the hanging door and the door-end door pivotally sup-
ported by the hanging door;
the handle for opening/closing the door, the door closer,
the latch A of the door-end door to a door frame, and the
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latch B of the door-end door to the hanging door are pro-
vided; and the relationship of the following:

a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the door closer (handle position): DH
a door closing force required against a door opening
force of the door closer (handle position): DHC
a force required against a releasing force of the latch
B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (acting in a closing direction) (handle po-
sition): PAH and
a load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position): PBH,
is set as follows:

DH < LBH (the door-end door is not rotated, and
the coupled door is opened in the normal time)
DS > LAS (the latch A is pushed in by the closing
force of the door closer)
PAH + DHC > PBH + LBH (door-end door is
opened at pressure difference).

[0085] Since the door opening force required against
a door closing force of the door closer (handle position) :
DH is smaller than the force required against a releasing
force of the latch B (handle position) : LBH, the hanging
door and the door-end door can be integrally opened by
applying the required door opening force against the door
closing force of the hinge closer in the normal time.
[0086] Moreover, since the door closing force of the
door closer (latch A position) : DS is larger than the input
load LAS of the latch A, the door can be self-closed in
the normal time.
[0087] Moreover, since a sum of the load acting on the
entire door by an air pressure difference (assumed to act
in a closing direction) (handle position): PAH and the door
opening force required against a door closing force of
the door closer (handle position): DH is larger than a sum
of the load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position) : PBH and the door opening force required
against a releasing force of the latch B (handle position) :
LBH, only the door-end door can be opened first when
the pressure difference is generated.
[0088] If the hinge closer is omitted, the rotation angle
is preferably limited so that the door-end door 17 is not
rotated by approximately 90 degrees or more with re-
spect to the hanging door 16 in order to prevent closing
nonconformity.
[0089] On the other hand, in an instance in which the
handle for opening/closing the door, the hinge closer sup-
porting/rotating the door-end door with respect to the
hanging door and having a pressure in a closing direction,
the latch A of the door-end door to the door frame, and
the latch B of the door-end door to the hanging door are
provided but the door closer is not provided, the following

configuration is employed.
[0090] The door is divided into two parts to left and
right, that is, the hanging door and the door-end door
pivotally supported by the hanging door;
the handle for opening/closing the door, the hinge closer
supporting/rotating the door-end door with respect to the
hanging door and having a pressure in a closing direction,
the latch A of the door-end door to a door frame, and the
latch B of the door-end door to the hanging door are pro-
vided; and
the relationship of the following:

a door opening force required against a door closing
force of the hinge closer (handle position): AH
a force required against a releasing force of the latch
B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (acting in a closing direction) (handle po-
sition): PAH and
a load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position): PBH is set as follows:

PAH + DHC > PBH + LBH + AH (door-end door is
opened at pressure difference)
AST > LBST (so that the door-end door returns
to an integral opening/closing state with the
hanging door).

[0091] Since the load acting on the entire door by an
air pressure difference (assumed to act in a closing di-
rection) (handle position): PAH is larger than a sum of
the load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle posi-
tion): PBH, the door opening force required against a re-
leasing force of the latch B (handle position): LBH, and
the door opening force required against a door closing
force of the hinge closer (handle position): AH, only the
door-end door can be opened first when the pressure
difference is generated.
[0092] Moreover, since the door closing force (torque)
AST of the hinge closer is larger than the rotation resist-
ance (torque) of the door-end door by an input load of
the latch B: LBST, the door-end door can return to the
integral opening/closing state with the hanging door.
[0093] On the other hand, the instance in which the
door is divided into two parts to left and right, that is, the
hanging door and the door-end door pivotally supported
by the hanging door, and the handle for opening/closing
the door, the latch A of the door-end door to the door
frame, and the latch B of the door-end door to the hanging
door are provided but the door closer and the hinge closer
for rotating the door-end door to the hanging door are
not provided will be as follows.
[0094] The door is divided into two parts to left and
right, that is, the hanging door and the door-end door
pivotally supported by the hanging door; and
the handle for opening/closing the door, the latch A of
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the door-end door to the door frame, and the latch B of
the door-end door to the hanging door are provided, and
the relationship of the following:

a force required against a releasing force of the latch
B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pressure
difference (acting in a closing direction) (handle po-
sition): PAH and
a load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position): PBH is set as follows:

PAH > PBH + LBH (the door-end door is opened
when the pressure difference is generated).

[0095] Since the load acting on the entire door by an
air pressure difference (assumed to act in a closing di-
rection) (handle position): PAH is larger than a sum of
the load acting on the door-end door by the air pressure
difference (acting in the closing direction) (handle
position) : PBH and the door opening force required
against a releasing force of the latch B (handle position) :
LBH, only the door-end door can be opened first when
the pressure difference is generated.
[0096] If the latch A is omitted, the following relational
equation is not necessary:

DS > LAS (the latch A is pushed in by the closing
force of the door closer)
AST + PBST > LAST + LBST (door-end door is closed
with the entire door at pressure difference)
AST + PBST > LAST (door-end door itself is closed).

[0097] In the above embodiments, the fire door with a
pressure difference mitigating mechanism of the present
invention is installed in a passage of a fire control area
is explained, but the present invention can be applied not
only to such fire doors but also instances with an air pres-
sure difference such as an entrance of a machine room
and the like.
[0098] Moreover, the door can be applied to a door of
a building with a concern of inundation. In the normal
time, a door is opened/closed as a door with a door closer
in which two doors are integrally operated, while if the
building submerges in water due to tsunami, flood or the
like, and a water pressure difference is generated be-
tween an inside and an outside of a room to such a degree
that the integral single-panel door cannot be opened eas-
ily, the door-end door 17 can be opened first, whereby
the water pressure can be solved, and the door 15 can
be opened easily for evacuation.
[0099] In this case, in the above relational equations,
PAH reads a load acting on the entire door by a water
pressure difference (acting in a closing direction) (handle
position), and PBH reads a load acting on the door-end
door by a water pressure difference (acting in a closing
direction) (handle position).

Claims

1. A door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism, characterized in that
a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that
is, a hanging door and a door-end door pivotally sup-
ported by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a door closer,
a hinge closer supporting/rotating the door-end door
with respect to the hanging door and having a pres-
sure in a closing direction, a latch A of the door-end
door to a door frame, and a latch B of the door-end
door to the hanging door are provided; and
a relationship of the following:

a door opening force required against a door
closing force of the door closer (handle position):
DH
a door closing force required against a door
opening force of the door closer (handle posi-
tion): DHC
a door opening force required against a door
closing force of the hinge closer (handle posi-
tion): AH
a force required against a releasing force of the
latch B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pres-
sure difference (acting in a closing direction)
(handle position): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air
pressure difference (acting in the closing direc-
tion) (handle position): PBH,
is set as follows: 

2. The door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism according to claim 1, wherein
a relationship of the following:

a door closing force of the door closer (latch A
position): DS
an input load of the latch A: LAS
a door closing force(torque) of the hinge closer:
AST
a rotating force (torque) acting on the door-end
door by an air pressure difference: PBST
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door
by an input load of the latch A: LAST, and
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door
by an input load of the latch B: LBST
is set as follows: 
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3. A door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism, characterized in that
a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that
is, a hanging door and a door-end door pivotally sup-
ported by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a door closer,
a latch A of the door-end door to the door frame, and
a latch B of the door-end door to the hanging door
are provided; and
a relationship of the following:

a door opening force required against a door
closing force of the door closer (handle position):
DH
a door closing force required against a door
opening force of the door closer (handle posi-
tion): DHC
a force required against a releasing force of the
latch B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pres-
sure difference (acting in a closing direction)
(handle position): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air
pressure difference (acting in the closing direc-
tion) (handle position): PBH,
is set as follows: 

4. A door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism, characterized in that
a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that

is, a hanging door and a door-end door pivotally sup-
ported by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a hinge closer
supporting/rotating the door-end door with respect
to the hanging door and having a pressure in a clos-
ing direction, a latch A of the door-end door to the
door frame, and a latch B of the door-end door to the
hanging door are provided; and
a relationship of the following:

a door opening force required against a door
closing force of the hinge closer (handle posi-
tion): AH
a force required against a releasing force of the
latch B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pres-
sure difference (acting in a closing direction)
(handle position): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air
pressure difference (acting in the closing direc-
tion) (handle position): PBH,
is set as follows: 

5. A door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism, characterized in that
a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that
is, a hanging door and a door-end door pivotally sup-
ported by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a latch A of
the door-end door to the door frame, and a latch B
of the door-end door to the hanging door are provid-
ed; and
a relationship of the following:

a force required against a releasing force of the
latch B (handle position): LBH
a load acting on the entire door by an air pres-
sure difference (acting in a closing direction)
(handle position): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air
pressure difference (acting in the closing direc-
tion) (handle position): PBH,
is set as follows:

PAH > PBH + LBH (the door-end door is
opened when the pressure difference is
generated).

6. A door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism, characterized in that
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a door is divided into two parts to left and right, that
is, a hanging door and a door-end door pivotally sup-
ported by the hanging door;
a handle for opening/closing the door, a door closer,
a hinge closer for supporting/rotating the door-end
door with respect to the hanging door and having a
pressure in a closing direction, a latch A of the door-
end door to the door frame, and a latch B of the door-
end door to the hanging door are provided; and
a relationship of the following:

a door opening force required against a door
closing force of the door closer (handle position):
DH
a door closing force required against a door
opening force of the door closer (handle posi-
tion): DHC
a door opening force required against a door
closing force of the hinge closer (handle posi-
tion): AH
a force required against a releasing force of the
latch B (handle position): LBH
a door closing force of the door closer (latch A
position): DS
an input load of the latch A: LAS
a load acting on the entire door by an air pres-
sure difference (acting in a closing direction)
(handle position): PAH
a load acting on the door-end door by the air
pressure difference (acting in the closing direc-
tion) (handle position): PBH,
a door closing force(torque) of the hinge closer:
AST
a rotating force (torque) acting on the door-end
door by an air pressure difference: PBST
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door
by an input load of the latch A: LAST, and
rotation resistance (torque) of the door-end door
by an input load of the latch B: LBST
is set as follows: 

7. The door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
wherein
one side of the hanging door is made a notched
opening while portions constituting upper and lower
bearing portions are left, a stepped contracted por-
tion of the door-end door is fitted in this notched
opening, and this door-end door is pivotally support-
ed by the hinge closer.

8. The door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism according to claim 7, wherein
an outer side of about a half of the door-end door is
surrounded by the door frame.

9. The door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism according to claim 7 and 8, wherein
the rotating shaft of the door-end door pivotally sup-
ported by the hanging door is not made eccentric but
set at a substantially center position.

10. The door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism according to any one of claims 1 to 9,
wherein
a door stop piece is extended so as to cover a gap
between the hanging door and the door-end door
from the hanging door and/or the door-end door.

11. The door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism according to claim 10, wherein
an airtight rubber is attached to the door stop piece.

12. The door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism according to any one of claims 1 to 11,
wherein
a dent is provided on the door frame side, and the
airtight rubber is disposed therein so as to form the
door with a semi-airtight specification.

13. The door device with pressure difference mitigating
mechanism according to any one of claims 1 to 12,
wherein
corners of upper and lower rotating portions on the
hanging door side are rounded, and the door-end
door side is recessed so as to provide a covering.
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